
U16 Training Session (3rd weekly session – Friday) – 29 November 2019 

Fitness exercises without the ball and technical warm-up (3’ circuit in each station for fitness at 
the beginning and 4’ circuit for technical warm-up).  

Note 1: the arrows shows the passing combinations. The players must run the same distances 
while jogging and running, at the beginning. One player must stand on the farther cone to pass the 
ball after the last step of the teammate  who is perfroming the fitness sequence, while warming-
up 

Description from left to right of the picture: 

 

 Skip on low obstacles + 5 m jog + 10 m increasing speed (1-2 combination when warming-
up) 

 Skip on circles + jumps while changing directions + 10 m jog (1-2 when combination when 
warming-up) 

 Steps on speed ladder + 10 m jog (1-2 combination when warming-up) 

 Changes of direction among the cones + 10 m jog (1-2 combination when warming-up) 

 Alternated steps on balance bosu (4 steps each leg) + 10 m jog (header when warming-up) 

 

Note 2: the passing combination change every minute: 

 1 touch 

 2 touches (receiving and passing) 

 Volley passes and 1 touch back passes 

 Chest receiving and ground passes 
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Dynamic game for in behind passes and depth coverage: 

 

The 11 players team is shaped with a 1-4-3-3; on the other side, the 8 players team is shaped with 

a 4-3-1. Every sequence starts with a goal kick of the goalkeeper. The size of the field must be right 

for the level and the ages of the players, if older players carry it out; “my pitch” was 60 x 40 m. 

The 11 players’ goalkeeper kicks the ball toward one of the 8 players’ opposition team (L in the 

picture). 

After the goal kick the objectives of the pressing team are: 

 To press the opponents, being sure to be balanced behind the ball line, but double teaming 

the ball carrier or the nearest passing options to recover the ball as quickly as possible. 

 2 forwards should press and the third one should stand behind them to act as balance 

teammate 

 The 3 midfielder should create a strong are around the ball. 

 To play a safe pass as first option as the team recovers the possession (back pass if 

needed). 

 To make the possession safe quickly, exploiting the numerical advantage. 

 To look for the weak side of the opposition to attack the depth. 

 To play in behind the last defense line to finish in the mini-goal. 
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 To shape a 3+1 defense line while the team has the possession (if one fullback pushes up, 

the other 3 defenders must shift wide toward the space behind the advanced team-mate). 

 The holding midfielder should always stand in front of the three defenders to save the 

defense line 

The objectives of the 8 players’ team are: 

 To try to keep the possession, overcoming the pressure with few passes. 

 To place 7 players behind the ball line to save the area in front of the mini-goal. 

 To create 1 v 1 duels against the opponents to try to nullify the numerical disadvantage. 

 To finish in the regular goal as soon as possible. 

 To counter-attack when the ball is recovered. 

 To use the center forward as target player, to allow the team to maintain the possession, if 

the opponents have pushed too much up the field 

Variations: 

1. Fix a limit of time for the 11 players’ team to recover win the ball after the goal kick (ex, 

8”). 

2. Fix a limit of time for the 11 players’ team to finish after the ball recovery (ex, 8”/10”). 

3. Fix a limit of time for the 11 players’ team to counter-press the opponents, after the loss of 

possession (ex, 6”). 

4. Fix a limit of time for the 8 players’ team to keep the possession, before they are allowed 

to finish without pressure (ex, 6” or 8”), or an amount of passes (ex, 10). 
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Speed exercises: 3 repetitions on each station: 

 

 Skip on low obstacles + 15 m sprint  

 Skip on circles + jumps while changing directions + 10 m sprint 

 Steps on speed ladder + 10 m sprint 

 Changes of direction among the cones + 10 m sprint 

 Alternated steps on balance bosu (2 steps each leg) + 10 m sprint 

 


